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THE SOVIET-AMERICAN GALLIUM EXPERIMENT-SAGE

by

Gerald T. Garvcy
Dlrcctor of LAMPF

Los Alamos Nationnl IAoratory
IAM Alam~ New Mexico 8754S

h is a great plcasum for me to have ken asked by Louis Rosen to teU you almut the Soviet-American
Gallium Experiment (SAGE). 1 This uncknaking is a muhi-institutional collahation among scientis~ frnm
the Institute for Nuclear Research, Moscow (lNR), Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL), and several
U.S. universities, Its puqnw is to measure the number of Iowamrgy clcctnm neutrinos emitted from the
Sun that arrive m this planet. As such, it is an cxtrcmcly important cxpcrimcnt, touching on fundamental
physics issues as well as solar dynamics. In contrast to * strategic ovcmicws, plans, and hopes for
international coUabaticm prcsicntcd earlier day, SAGE is art ongoing working effort with high hopes of
pfuducing the firstmcaaurcmcru of the Sun’s Iowargy ncutrino flux.

It should Ix ~intcd out that there am several intcrnaticmal physics cdlabomtiona “involvingU.S. and
Soviet scientists at & large aclcmtcr installaticma throughout tlw world. These collaborations *em
natural to physicists ac k scale of mearch gets ever luger, requiring ever more rcsourccs and hence
larger collaborations. Further, much physics research lies solely in fhc realm of basic research so that
govemmcma feel easier abut entering into such potentially harrnlew collaborations. Indeed, a variety of
conuts htwccn the U.S. md U S.S,R. scientists interested in nuckar and panicb physics goes back to
the nineteen fiftk. TIwsc comts have continued with cxdy minor interruptions since then. Over the paw
two decades the principal ovcraight of these activities has ken thrcmgh tk Joint Ccmrdinating Comrnittet
on the FunduncntAI Pmp@cs of’Matter, supptcd by the DOE in the U.S. ad the State Committee for
Atcmic Emrgy in the U.S.S.R, Tlw Acdcmics of science of Imth eountrics have hcn very helpful and
supportive, Each cdlalmrativc vcnmm has sunc distinguishing fkaturc~ in the case of SAGE, the unique
aspects arc the oollatx)radon ktwccn Soviet scicntistaad scicntha ●t a DOE wcqmns labommry and tlw
fact that the experiment is curicd OUIin a remote region of the U.S.S.R, ‘flw pmicular problems caused
by cttch of f.hcsc features will & diacuud klow.

Let me briefly indicaic why SAGE. is important ad how it is king dcxM, The Sun is ● gigantic fu,,ion
reactor where hydrogen is proccssd Into heavier nucki with the rclcasc of vast amounts of erqy, The
principal energy-pmducing m-actions uc

which led 10 a net effect of
l)) - 4HC+W+ +2?. ,

Most of IIWerwgy produclirm occunr at MC center of h Sun where the hi:h tempraturc of some tcn
r lillian degrees facili[mcs the nuclear rractmn rote, The energy crcalcd Ilwrc hy thew reactions tukes Ihc
mdcr of one millimi yews m reach the surface of tlw Sun where it is then radiated away, However, mimy
of the mom imponant reactions, such as b. indicated in F4s, ( I ) and (2), am accompanied by hc rclcww
of rwuwinos. Neutrinos arc very light particles that interact very weakly with mailer, II is fwtunatc I’mus
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that this is the case because right at tis instant we am being bombarded by 10’0 (ten billion) neutrinos per
sec per cmz from the Sun. Figure 1 shows a theoretical spectrum of the various rwutrino fluxes expected
based on our idea of ho” the Sun works. Because the neutrinos are so weakly interacting, detecting them
is a very difficult proposition. In fact, just two measurements of the solar u flux have been made to date
and these have been of only the hlghcst energy component of the neutrino spectrum from the Sun. Though
very different techniques are used, both experimentsz’3 agr= that the solar neutrino flux is at least h factor
of two iower than had been expected on our model of kw the Sun works. The weakly interacting propeny
of neutrinos that makes them difticuh to detect, however, has a positive side to it, It provides a way to
detect what goes on in the center of the Sun. No other signal can do this! As can be seen from Fig. 1, the
high-eneqgy portion of the solar ncutnno flux (EV >5 MeV) is a small fraction of the total flux and it is
Possible that details of the model of how the Sun works, which are incorrect, can account for the observed
shortfall. On the other hand, it is also possible that the factor of 2 to 3 shortfall occurs because some
fundamental physics input is wrong, For example, the current description of the physical world would not
allow the neutrinos emitted from the Sun to change their type while they am in transit to the Earth, but
this interesting possibility is theoretically conceivable. If some of the electron neutrinos emitted by the
Sun were to change into either muon or tauon neutrinos, they would have cscapcd detection in the solar
ncutrino experiments mentioned above. Thus, the shortfall in the number of observed solar neutrinos can
be due to either an incormt detail in the model of the Sun or in a fundamental issue of ncutnno physics.
This latter aspect is very important bccausc it would mprescnt the fimt obsemation of an inadcq~acy in the
presentday Standard Model. The Standanl Model is a mtmrkable synthesis of the fundamental physics and
has passed all cxpcrimcntal tests to date. The low-energy neutrinos tha; SAGE can measure arc produced
by the nuclear reactiorM that dominate the energy production within the Sun. Thus, there can & Iittlc
doubt of the numt.xr of these neutrinos that are gcncratcd within the Sun. A shortfall in this portion of the
spectrum would rquirc changing cur view of the physics of neutrinos.

SAGE measures low-energy neutinos by detecting the radioactive decay of the isotope “CC, which is
produced via the reaction u + 71Ga - 7’Ge + c-, That is, the ncutrino scatters fmm a gallium nucleus,
with the rmnrino changing to an electron and the gallium nuc;cus &ing convetid to a germanium nucleus,
Figure 2 shows a simple diagram of the pmcascs involved. Thc Ge is extracted from Ga and is chemically
altcmx! mto a gas GcH4 ~germaine), The gcrrnahw is fed into a counter that detects the radioactive decay
of 7’Gc as an clcctmnic puls~, The difficulty in the cxpcrimcnt arises bccausc of tlw very low rate at which

7’Gc In fac~ in the 60 tom%of gallium tit SAGE employs, approximately 2.sdar neutrinos can produc.c .
atoms of 7’Ge will & produced per day, Thc.sc fcw atoms must be cxtractcxi from the S x 10a9 utoms of
Ga. Surprisingly, the technology to do this is all at hand and a tneuummcnt of the ncutrino flux with better
L~an ] ()% accuracy .SccmsPossible, h w’dcr that other mom strongly interacting components of cosmic
radiation do not create Ge, the 60 torta of Ga must be placed dcsp underground, thereby being shielded
frnm all cosmic rays except the very penetrating neutrinos,

I tic %viet scientific team haa provided the essential clcmcnts for the experiment, They have pmwidcd
60 ton.. of Ga, an adit some 4 km deep into Mt, Andymhi in the Caucasus mountains, some 50 km fmm
Mt. Elbrus, In addition, the INR has dcvclopcd a full underground laboratory (Fig, 3) at this 4-km depth
where the cxtractim and counting of 7’CiF takes plau, By any accounting sys[cm, the Soviet investment
in this experiment is in excess of $100 M. For our part, wc provide some scicnti!lc expertise, some high-
tech electronics, and a number of small computers for taking Mid analyzing he data. [f LheGc cxtrnc[ion
procedure becomes sufficiently routine, Ihcn we would d.so take on the tmk of putting it cornplctc.ly under
computer control. ‘lIus, our mlc, while small, is irnponant, Wc bring in ctuciid clcmcnts of’ wcstcm
technology that arc impommt in nmking such u lwuit cxpcrimcnt helicvahlc to the worldwidu wicnlilic
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community. I believe that our Soviet colleagues could do this experiment without us, but we are in a
position to enhance the credibility and general acceptabdity of the end result. I am not sure, but 1 believe
our more competitive disposition has helped to push forward the schedule for results from this experiment.
It remains to be seen whether or not this contribution proves to have been really helpful.

A brief hlstoncsd note on how the collaboration came abmm In 1985 LANL had been involved with

Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL) in putting together a proposal for a U.S. collaboration to cany out
a rather similar gallium experiment using GaCls. Our proposed expcnment would have used 30 tons of
Ga, which had a market value of approximately $15 M. Though the LANI/EINL joint proposal enjoyed an
enthusiastic and supportive scientific mvicw, it was not funded. This was laqgely due to the fact that there
really is no federal agency with a clear charter for funding ‘tis kind of re.search (a genuine shortcoming
in the U.S. system). During the process of preparing the proposal in 1985, we wem visited by Volodya
Gavnn, a scientist from the INR who is in charge of the gallium experiment and his colleague, Anatoly
Kopylov. We exchanged ideas, information, and they then went on their way. When they heard of the lack
of positive response to our proposal on the part of the U.S. government, they invited us, and other interested
institutions in our proposed collaboration, to join with them in their experiment. Thus, in November 1986
a memorandum of understanding rgarding general issues &id interests in neutrino physics was drawn up
and signed by representatives of both U.S. and U.S,S R, institutions. This document has sewed as the basis
of our continuing collaboration. George Zatsepin of the INR and Albert Tavkhelidze, the then Director of
the INR, were instrumental in developing this agmemcnt. Each year a set of specific goals and obligatiorus
for the INR and the U.S. collaborators is drawn up. We am now in our third year. This format works well
in spite of our continued inability to fonxee the delays and snags that unusual procurements and pmtcctive
embargoes place on procuring and sending materials to the U.S.S.R.

The pttsent status of SAGE is that the underground laboratory is essentially complete and in full
use, Thirty tons of galhum have been placed in five reactors, each of which holds six tons of gallium,
Extractions of germanium from these 30 tons have gone on for several months with the result that the
background germanium that was created by cosmic mys on the surface has now been ttmoved and real
data-taking can start this faU. The full 60 tons of gallium should be installed ad puriticd by sometime in
early 19X),

Let me now make a few obsmvations on how our collaboration works that maybe useful for those who
encourage or oversee such enterprises. Frost and fortmost, the collaboration works well scientifically and
sociaily, Together we are making steady progress toward an important scientific goal that would range from
difficult to impossible (for us) if our countries went about it sepamtcly. I also believe that our participation
has significantly advanced the schedule for getting results out of the experiment. The U.S. scientists have
little desire to maiie a career out of this particular experiment, thoug!l the experiment is doubtless of grea[
importanw and its accuracy can be continuously refined, perhaps leading to new scientific insights, The
‘uS. collaboration believes tkt the most important short-term goal is to proceed to get a 10% meawrernent
to determine if the basic physics is concct.

It is extremely gmtifying to see the dcgrte of support and interest that this experiment gcneratm, Them
have been two articles in k New }ork Time,rabout SAGE M science writers find the collaboration’s work
scientifically significant and the nature of the collabomtion to be interesting at the political Icvel. Thc

support of the Division of Nuc~car Physics at ER/DOF has been outstanding and the National Academy of’
Sciences ha%always had a supportive interca,

The Cxpericnw of working together hat brought m mcmbem of SAGE more than just the normal
plcasuns of worlting on m interesting scicntitic project, Wc have come to understand cnch other in ii
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way that can only be developed within a group of people working together on a common and difficult
goal. We have come to undemtand the problems and difficulties in our respective systems as well as those
aspects of our societies that are useful and supportive of science and scientific objectives. I was in the
Soviet Union at the time of their elections to the Council of Delegates and was impressed by the open and
extremely democratic nature of those elections. This was as true for the election of candidates from the
Soviet Academy ?s for the elections in the country at large. There is no doubt but that genuine scientific
and technical collaboration is one of the best modes I know of for mutual confidence building. The question
has come up at this cmfercnce from time to time whether or not confidence-building measures could as
well apply to humanistic and artistic ventures. I see no reason why that should not be the case, but I believe
it is important that the joint venture be seen as sufficiently difficult that the collalxwative group feels the
need to work jointly together to realize eventual success. Actually, in this regard, some external criticism
and expression of doubt about tl-e outcome of the praject can be useful.

Them are, of course, down siiies to any endeavor and this one is no exception. f)ur progress is always
slower than we had hoped. We would like to have been at our present status one year ago. This is probably
a reflection on the general optimism, if not ego, of scientists and physicists Lnparticular, However, without
these qualities, pmjccts as difficult as SAGE would probably never be undertaken.

It is also a considerable problem that t.11 members of the scientific team arc really unknown to one
another and come out of different cultures and receive ve~ different amounts and forms of external suppmt.
As a msuk completely unrealistic demands arc often made on both sides, When my Soviet colleagues learn
of the total budget of the Los Alamos National Laboratory, they cannot understand why we have difficulty
in coming up with $200 k for a mass spectrograph on two month’s notice. Indeed, so far as I can tell,
procurements in the U.S. arc made with a great deal more bureaucratic oversight than those in the U.S.S.R.
By the same tokcm we have a hard time understanding the transportation problems our colleagues face in
getting us down to Baksan. It not only mquims getting air passage from Moscow tu Mineral a Vody but
requires that someone take the better part of a day to drive out to Mineral a Vody from Baksan to pick us
up ad mum to Baksan, so it is rwdy a pain-in-the-neck for all concerned.

‘fhe unusual aspects of this scientific collaboration arc, as 1 said earlier, the fact that Los Alarnos
is a weapons laboratory and that the experiment is carried cxdtin the U.S.S.R. Thesc two features have
pxduccd their sham of problems. W U.S. has tight restrictions on visitors from sensitive countries to our
defense laboratories. Restrictions apply to such matters as the length o ~stay (21 dayslyear). The amount
of papcnvodt involved in getting approval fur these visifs is very cumbersome and acts as an impediment
to such visiv. As it is necessary to send specific pieces of experimental quipment to the U.S.S.R,, wc
a!! ohm required to obtain export licenses. It is not that any of these tasks is particularly onerous, but
they require pcop!e and time, We are not aware of receiving any sWcial help in these matters, 1 consider
this sqtmising, as them is general support fmm DOE/ER for such enterprises, but when it comes down
to obtaining approval for Soviet visitors, approval for our own travel to the U,S.S,R., and expmt licenses,
thert remains a formidable Imcaucracy with which to deal. It seems that we face it alone and wilh a fresh
start every time, So far these barncm have not prevented progress, but they slow thiligs down at the rate
of about 3 months/year,

My suggcstiontt for improving such ‘dld)oraticii~ in the future would be [o get all the interested
panics+ .scicntists, the scientific institutions, W! the Federal ugcncies that pmvidc the suppmt--logethcr
al h outset of the collaboration. At that timc clear and reasonnbly binding agreements can be reached on
rmourccs and security isstws, if any, It would al,sobe nseful to agmc on a format as to how the progress of
each group in the coliahoration is M he mcwmrcd and comrnunicatcd, In a society like the U,S,, wc hove
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become accustomed (even jaded?) to writing plans and reporting the pm~ss with nxpect to those plans
on a regular basis. This practice is apparently net univetwd, but it appears essential for the smooth and
orderly fimctioning of an international collaboration where simpler channels of communication are not yet
firmly in place and where each side is somewhat uncertain as to the schedules and other priorities within
the respective groups and institutions. In addition to a general frameworic that outlines the general goals,
areas of responsibility, and terms of information and data exchange, them needs to be a regular meeting
that occurs at least once a year to formulate in detail the specific milestones and resource commitments
over that period.

Therefore, it appears to me that collaboration on scientific projects is a very powerful instrument for
mutual confidence building. The process of agreeing to work on a specific project and then working out
the details at the scientists’ level has the capability of ~owing the way of how to deal with even larger
undemkings. If my experiences with SAGE are any measure, you should have a great deal of confidence
that such unde~ings are likely to be successful and mutually enriching. In fac~ our collaboration on
SAGE has led to a much wider collabomtion between INR and LANL. We now exchange people and
information on a wider range of issues in nuclear and particle physics, as well as our providing assistance
to their commissioning a large meson factory at Troitsk that k similar to LAMPF at Los Ahunos. The
increased intsmst in environmental issues in the Soviet Union has led them to become very interested in
the regulations and procedures that am employed at LAMPF and to see how they can be adopted for use
at Troitsk. It appears that the time is ripe and the prospects bright for further coUaboratiori.
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Figure (2aptions

G. Garvey talk on SAGE

Fig. 1. Predicted spectrum of the !lux of =olar neutrinos measured at the Earth.

Fig. 2. Simple diagram of the principle steps in the production of 7]Ge from 71Ga via
7’Gc atoms from the wt number of Ga atoms.solar neutrinos and the removal of the few

Fig. 3. Simple diagram of underground vault for the SAGE experiment. This vault is 4

km into the side of Mt. Andyrchi. The 10 large vessels shown in the diagram hold the 60

tons of metallic Ga in a liquid state.
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